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Forging relationships with technology influencers is crucial to getting your 
story to consumers, and the influencers featured here represent many of the 
technology publications and blogs where your business could potentially 
be featured. We’ll share insights on how each individual influencer prefers 
to receive pitches, as well as demographics on where you can find these 
technology influencers on social to start building relationships. For tips on 
how to more effectively pitch influencers, read 5 Media Relations Hacks to 
Get More Coverage.

TECH INFLUENCERS HELP YOU BUILD TRUST IN AN 
INCREASINGLY SOPHISTICATED CONSUMER MARKETPLACE

Deloitte provides an industry outlook. 

"Tech companies are starting to see 
their products and services consumed 
in entirely new ways."
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http://http://www.cision.com/us/resources/tip-sheets/5-media-relations-hacks-to-get-more-coverage/
http://http://www.cision.com/us/resources/tip-sheets/5-media-relations-hacks-to-get-more-coverage/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/technology-industry-outlook.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/technology-industry-outlook.html
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CONTACT HER VIA E-MAIL

@

OUTLET NAME: Hypergrid Business

CAREER
2014 - Present - CSO magazine, Contributing Writer
2011  - Present - NetworkWorld / GearBrain, Contributing Writer
2009 - Present - Hypergrid Business, Publisher and Editor in Chief
2001 - 2012 - Thomson Corp., Asia & Technology Correspondent, Securities Industry News
2000 - 2001 - Computerworld, Senior Writer

EDUCATION
1986 - 1990 - Cornell University, B.A., Mathematics

   @mariakorolov
    @mariakorolov
    @mariakorolov
    +mariakorolov

Enterprise, Technology, Virtualization, 
Artificial Intelligence, Internet Security, Cloud 
Computing, Big Data, Human Resources, 
Diversity & Tolerance, and Industry News

PUBLISHER & 
EDITOR IN CHIEF

  maria@hypergridbusiness.com
   hypergridbusiness.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

MARIA KOROLOV
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ADVICE FOR PROFESSIONALS
"I don't mind if you follow-up to check on an email. But odds are, I won't get back to you 
because of the HUGE number of emails I get. Most go into a big list where I just scan the 
subject lines and archive them all at once. When a pitch does catch my eye, I will add it to my 
list, suggest it to my editors, and get back to the PR person after I get the assignment -- which 
could be weeks or even months later."

PET PEEVES
"I hate it when PR people lie to me. I've seen pitches where vendors weaseled around with 
the statistics,   or wildly exaggerated things. I'm writing for a serious audience, one that 
understands math, and isn't impressed with hype." She also hates "anything that includes the 
word 'solution.' What are you actually selling?" Be as specific as possible.

https://twitter.com/MariaKorolov
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariakorolov
https://www.facebook.com/MariaKorolov
https://plus.google.com/+MariaKorolov
mailto:maria%40hypergridbusiness.com?subject=
http://www.hypergridbusiness.com/
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She does not accept pitches via social media, but does use it to find contact information if she can't find any other way.

"I will also regularly contact folks via LinkedIn if I can't find their email addresses," she 
states. But she stresses that pitches and press releases should be sent via email only.
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PROFILE
Korolov is the Publisher and Editor in Chief of Hypergrid Business. She 
is also a Contributing Writer for CSO, NetworkWorld, and GearBrain.

She wants to receive "story pitches that involve major trends or 
customer use cases." She covers "enterprise technology, including 
cybersecurity, cloud, AI, big data, hiring and diversity, management 
and leadership issues," and usually does not write about consumer 
technology.

She says that "stories that touch on significant changes in the industry, 
not just 'me, too' announcements," are what catch her attention. 

MARIA KOROLOV
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CONTACT HIM VIA E-MAIL

@

OUTLET NAME: The Drum

CAREER
2017 - Present - The Drum, Reporter
2017 - 2017 - Ortus Media, Creative Producer
2016 - 2016 - Channel News Asia, Assistant Producer
2016 - 2016 - Ortus Media, Head of Content

EDUCATION
2018 - Murdoch University, B.S., Web Communication and Public Relations 

   @mediumshawn
    @mediumshawn

Technology, Marketing, Advertising Industry, 
Media, Asia Pacific

REPORTER

  shawn.lim@thedrum.com
   thedrum.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

SHAWN
LIM
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PROFILE
Lim is a Reporter for The Drum covering Marketing, Advertising, Technology, and Design in the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

Lim says that he prefers to receive "stories that will impact brands, agencies, and marketers," 
and that "industry topics like transparency, fraud, and new findings" are what catches his 
attention. 

His advice to PR professionals: "Please do not ask journalists to change your clients' quotes 
once they are on record. It will never happen." He also says, "Please don't call me half an hour 
after sending a press release. I will read every email I receive and I will respond if it's interesting."

He prefers to be contacted by email, but is open to receiving pitching on LinkedIn and Twitter 
as well. 

https://twitter.com/mediumshawn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mediumshawn
mailto:shawn.lim%40thedrum.com?subject=
http://www.thedrum.com
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CONTACT HER VIA E-MAIL

@

OUTLET NAME: Axios

CAREER:
2017 (Feb) - present - Axios, Chief Technology Correspondent 
2014 (Jan) - 2017 (Feb) - Re/code, Senior Mobile Editor 
2010 (Nov) - 2013 (Dec) - All Things Digital, Senior Editor 
2000 (May) - 2010 (Nov) - CNET, Senior Writer
2000 (Jan) - 2010 (Nov) - CBS Interactive, Senior Writer
1999 (Jan) - 2000 (April) - Bridge, Semiconductor Industry Reporter
1997 (June) - 1999 (Jan) - Orange County Business Journal, Reporter 
1996 (Aug) - 1997 (June) - Orange County Register, Staff Reporter 

EDUCATION
1996 - Miami University, B.A. English / Political Science

   @inafried
    @inafried
    @inafried

Technology

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY 
CORRESPONDENT

  ina@axios.com
   axios.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

INA
FRIED
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PROFILE
Fried is the Chief Technology Correspondent at Axios. She focuses on breaking and analyzing 
the big tech stories of the day for a broad audience. She also edits Axios' daily (M-F) tech 
newsletter, Login.

She says, "I like to know about the news before it happens and things that are going to be 
big changes, not just incremental ones." What catches her attention is "a story about an 
interesting person. Or the tale of an interesting product that has a good backstory about how 
it came to be."

http://twitter.com/inafried
https://www.linkedin.com/in/inafried
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Ina-Fried/122621254427811
mailto:ina%40axios.com?subject=
http://www.axios.com
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ADVICE TO PROFESSIONALS
Her advice to PR professionals: "Smart brevity isn’t just a great way of 
doing journalism. It also works great for pitches! If you can’t tell me 
quickly why my readers (and therefore I) should care, chances are, 
we don’t."

PET PEEVES
One of her biggest pet peeves is "calling to follow-up on pitches. A 
second e-mail is fine, but don’t call." Further, she states, "Another big 
one is not knowing what I cover. Take the time to do your research 
before sending a pitch."

"I’m always on Twitter. It’s a great 
place to get to know me and what 
interests me! But don’t send any 
pitches there, e-mail me instead." 
Contact her via email only.
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INA FRIED
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CONTACT HER VIA E-MAIL

@

OUTLET NAME: Top Tech Mom

Media Outlets Contributed to:
Mashable, The Huffington Post, All You, Parents, Yahoo and more

CAREER
2017 - Present - Auth0, Content Creator
2010 - Present - Top Tech Mom, Blogger
2005 - Present - Freelance, Business Copywriter and Editor (January)
2010-2017 - Matter Communications, Director
2000-2004 - JLT Photography, Owner

EDUCATION
1997 - Tufts University, B.A. Psychology / Sociology

   @jeanatahnk
    @jeanatahnk
    @toptechmom
    @toptechmom
    @jeanatahnk
    @jeanatahnk
    +jeanatahnk

Technology, Internet Applications, Consumer 
Electronics, Children & Youth, Personal 
Health & Wellness, Home Entertainment, 
Family & Parenting

BLOGGER

  jeana@jeanatahnk.com
   toptechmom.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

JEANA TAHNK
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ADVICE FOR PROFESSIONALS
"Stop at two email follow-ups. If you’re still not hearing back, let it go. Though, I will say that 
there have been times I have responded to an email months after I received it. You never 
know when a product is going to fit a storyline."

PET PEEVES
"When someone emails me about something and then follows up in the same day."

https://twitter.com/jeanatahnk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeanatahnk
https://www.facebook.com/TopTechMom
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs2lt6f2aHi1icD09BdV76g
https://www.instagram.com/jeanatahnk
https://www.pinterest.com/jeanatahnk
https://plus.google.com/u/0/106450586209494059831
mailto:%20jeana%40jeanatahnk.com?subject=
http://toptechmom.com/
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She is open to receiving pitches via Twitter, but prefers email. She says, 

"Whether it’s a press release, image, link or anything else to help inform me about the 
product, please send in the body of an email. I usually don’t open attachments."
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PROFILE
Tahnk (pronounced "Tank") is a Freelance Writer covering Family, 
Parenting, Technology and Lifestyle. She is also the Founder and 
Editor behind Top Tech Mom, covering Gadgets, Apps and other 
Tech for Kids, Family and Personal Health. She covers mobile apps, 
appcessories, new gadgets, websites, products and technology as it 
relates to children, families and general tech consumers. Tahnk says 
she is interested in "receiving any information relating to new tech 
services/products geared towards making families' lives easier, fun 
and/or more organized." 

To get Tahnk's attention, she says, "Please keep your pitches short 
and succinct, and include all the information I’d need to find out 
more on my own, like product information, pricing, URL, availability, 
etc. One follow-up via email is great, and sometimes appreciated, 
especially due to a constant influx of pitches. I’m sorry I can’t respond 
to every pitch, but if I’m interested, I’ll definitely get back to you." She 
continues, "A well-written pitch that gets my name correct (can’t 
tell you how many times I’ve been called things other than Jeana) 
with information about something tech-related that really coincides 
with what I’m interested in and cover. And the reason why it’s worth 
writing about. I love hearing about new tech products, especially if it 
relates to parents, kids and families as a whole."

JEANA TAHNK
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CONTACT HIM VIA E-MAIL

@

  michael@michaelbelfiore.com
   michaelbelfiore.com

OUTLET NAME: Michael Belfiore

CAREER
Present - NY Times T Brand Studio, Bloomberg Businessweek
Present - Observer, Contributing Writer
Present - Small Business Trends, Columnist
Present - TechMania411, Blogger

   @michaelbelfiore
    @michaelbelfiore
    @michaelbelfiore

Technology, Aerospace, Energy, Electric 
Vehicles, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, 
Computer Security, Cloud Computing

FREELANCE WRITER

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

MICHAEL
BELFIORE
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PROFILE
Belfiore is a Freelance Journalist and content marketing writer focused on Emerging 
Technologies, Aerospace, Cloud Computing, IoT, Automation, Medical Technology, Robotics, 
Artificial Intelligence, Cybersecurity, and R&D. He is a regular contributor to Bloomberg 
Businessweek. 

He prefers to receive press materials via email, with "a brief summary with a personal note 
followed by a press release in the body of the email and inline images if you have them."

He says that a personal note with a reference to his work is what will catch his attention 
he also says, "My focus as a journalist is emerging technologies, that is tech that is still in 
development, not yet commercial, or just hitting the market. I'm looking for game changers 
in the fields of medical devices, AI, robotics, flight, renewable energy, and other science fiction 
coming true."

His advice to PR professionals: "Follow up is key to reaching me and, I imagine, many of my 
colleagues. I can't tell you how many times I've written a story based on a pitch that I didn't 
catch the first time in my inbox, but that I saw when it floated back to the top as a follow-up. 
I appreciate follow-ups! Personal notes also have a better chance of a reply, even if the story 
isn't right for me."

His pet peeves include "pitches that are not within my realm of specialty, including upgrades 
of existing consumer products. New smartphone apps, and other well-established tech 
generally won't get a reply from me. Nor will pitches based on putting down competing 
products; I aim for positivity in what I do."

He only checks his social media sporadically, so contact him only via email.

mailto:michael%40michaelbelfiore.com?subject=
http://michaelbelfiore.com/
https://twitter.com/michaelbelfiore
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-belfiore-45a01911
https://www.facebook.com/michaelbelfiore
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CONTACT HIM VIA E-MAIL

@

  alex@techmania411.net
   smallbiztrends.com

OUTLET NAME: Small Business Trends, Observer, TechMania411

CAREER
Present - Observer, Contributing Writer
Present - Small Business Trends, Columnist
Present - TechMania411, Blogger

   @socialalex
    @alexyong
    @alexyong
    @grimace8
    +alexhyong

Technology, Mobile Communications, 
Consumer Electronics, Smart Phones, Social 
Media, Fashion

COLUMNIST, CONTRIBUTING 
WRITER, & BLOGGER

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

ALEX YONG
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PROFILE
Yong is a Columnist at Small Business Trends covering Social Media Trends in Small Business. 
He is also a Contributing Writer at Observer and a Blogger at TechMania411 and covers 
Technology, Consumer Electronics, Mobile Communications, Smart Phones, Social Media, 
and Fashion. 

He prefers to receive inline images with pitches, and stresses that he want to know the name 
of the city where the company or pitcher is based, along with their Twitter handle. Board 
memberships and proof of partnerships with well-known brands are what catch his attention.

His advice to PR professionals: "I generally don't click on links - exceptions are trusted domains 
like YouTube. I also like it when PR pros say client X is going to be in New York City on X dates. 
Saying so proves the PR pro knows I'm in New York City."

He adds again, "I like inline images because they grab my attention, but so few PR professionals 
take this extra step."

He does not accept pitches via social media. Contact him via email.

mailto:alex%40techmania411.net?subject=
http://smallbiztrends.com
https://twitter.com/socialalex
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexyong1
https://www.facebook.com/alexyongnyc
https://www.instagram.com/grimace8/
http://plus.google.com/115061137477098809249
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CONTACT HER VIA E-MAIL

@

  alee@wwd.com
   wwd.com

OUTLET NAME: Women's Wear Daily

CAREER
2017 - Present - Women's Wear Daily, Tech Reporter (September)
2014 - ReadWrite, Mobile Editor (August)
2013 - ReadWrite, Staff Writer (June)
2011 - TechnoBuffalo, Senior Editor (April)
2010 - TodaysiPhone.com, Managing Editor (January)
2008 - Phonedog.com. Mobile Lifestyle Editor (October)

Education
1995 - The George Washington University, B.A. English

   @adra_la
    @adrianalee

Technology

COLUMNIST, CONTRIBUTING 
WRITER, & BLOGGER

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

ADRIANA
LEE
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PROFILE
Lee is a Technology Reporter for Women's Wear Daily.

She prefers to receive "changes or updates that speak to the way people shop across 
fashion/beauty/retail, new or evolving integrations with major technologies, or other current 
or upcoming announcements that touch on tech or e-commerce trends." She says that a 
"connection to a large tech company or well-known brand" is what most catches her attention.

Her advice for PR professionals: "Focus on the most important question, 'Outside this company, 
why would anyone else care about this? Why would/should this matter to my publication or 
readership?' Answering this clearly and succinctly should be the top priority of the pitch."

Her pet peeves include "blind pitches that obviously aren't right for me, my beat or my 
readership," and "long pitches that meander."

Lee is open to accepting pitches via social media, but ONLY in breaking news or emergency 
situations. "Email is best 99.9% of the time. If you have a lead on a big story, exclusive, or scoop, 
feel free to follow up via social."

mailto:alee%40wwd.com?subject=
http://wwd.com
https://twitter.com/adra_la
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adrianalee1
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CONTACT HIM VIA E-MAIL

@

  rick.merritt@aspencore.com
   eetimes.com

OUTLET NAME: EE Times

CAREER
2013 - Present - EE Times, Silicon Valley Bureau Chief 
2000 - 2013 - EE Times, Editor-at-Large 
2008 - TechInsights, Editor-at-Large
1993 - CMP Media, Editor-at-Large

Education
Western Michigan University, B.A. English, History and Computer Science

   @rickbmerritt
    @rickmerritt
    +rickmerritt

Technology

SILICON VALLEY 
BUREAU CHIEF

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

RICK
MERRITT
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PROFILE
Merritt is the Silicon Valley Bureau Chief of EE Times and covers Chips to Software in Cloud 
Computing, Telecom, Networking, Computing, Mobile, Intellectual Property and Consumer 
Electronics. He is also Editor of Android Designline covering Android-related design and 
Medical Designline covering medical technology. 

When reviewing pitches, he says what catches his attention are "announcements that would 
have broad impact because they imply shifts in tech/market/business or engineering trends. 
I like to get access to senior engineering and business management willing to talk candidly 
about the trends in tech/market/engineering."

Having complete details within the pitch is also a plus for Merritt, and he does not have a 
preference on how said details are presented, saying pitches can be presented as "draft press 
releases, briefing PPT or PDF or just bullet points if that’s all you have."

mailto:rick.merritt%40aspencore.com%0D?subject=
https://eetimes.com
https://twitter.com/rickbmerritt
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rick-merritt-1435197
https://plus.google.com/104575607046158918027
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PET PEEVES
Of his pet peeves, Merritt says "My time is extremely limited. I have 
multiple stories I can pursue on any given day so I rarely have time 
for new products unless they are creating a new category, pointing 
to a new market or other broad trend." He also does not like "getting 
pitches for IT end users."

ADVICE TO PROFESSIONALS
His advice is that PR professionals do their homework and understand 
his outlet's coverage. He says, "Know my readers are engineers who 
design chips and systems before you pitch me."

14

RICK MERRITT

Merritt is also open to receiving guest articles, but they 
must follow these guidelines:

• Authors are NOT to write about their own products 
or services, even in indirect ways.

• Articles MUST be exclusive to EE Times and not 
have appeared elsewhere.

• Articles should speak to issues of broad interest for 
EE Times readers who are electrical engineers.

• Articles should be fresh, useful, informative and/or 
entertaining for EE readers.

• Articles should be about 650 words in length.
• Submit anytime, no deadlines.
• Include a high resolution image of the author and a 

1-2 sentence bio.

He does NOT use social media to collect pitches, saying

"I use many social media 
platforms but please only pitch 
me on email where you will 
have the best response. You will 
get lost in the sauce elsewhere."
Contact Merritt via email.
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CONTACT HER VIA E-MAIL

@

  mortega@bizjournals.com
   bizjournals.com/albuquerque

OUTLET NAME: Albuquerque Business First
CAREER
2017 - Present - Albuquerque Business First, Technology Reporter
2015 - 2016 - The Monitor, Crime Reporter
2016 - 2016 - Colorado Springs Gazette, Business Intern
2015 - 2015 - Las Vegas Review-Journal, News Intern
2015 - 2015 - The Pan American Newspaper, Co-Editor in Chief
2013 - 2014 - The Pan American Newspaper, Arts and Life Editor
2012 - 2013 - The Pan American Newspaper, Reporter

Education
Western Michigan University, B.A. English, History
and Computer Science

   @abqbiztech
    @mayortega

Technology

TECHNOLOGY REPORTER

SOCIAL MEDIA:

TOPICS COVERED: 

MAY
ORTEGA
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PROFILE
Ortega is a Technology Reporter for Albuquerque Business First. 

Regarding the type of information she is interested in, she says, "I write for a business 
publication, so info about startups gaining funding, expanding, hiring and merging are right 
up my alley."

Ortega advises PR professionals that she specifically covers news with a local angle, saying, 
"Since I report for a local publication, anything that will have some sort of effect on Albuquerque 
or take place here is the best way to get me interested. I do get tons of emails and calls from 
firms all over the country every day, and maybe one or two of them will be relevant to my beat 
(technology business in Albuquerque). If your pitch does not involve Albuquerque, please save 
yourself time and skip me."

Her biggest pet peeve is blanket pitches that aren't personalized. She says, "I can tell when 
PR professionals just 'copy + paste' their pitches to me with my default information in there 
without considering what I do. I would prefer if people took time to understand our pub and 
what we look for when it comes to stories."

She is open to being pitched via her professional Twitter, but prefers to be contacted via email. 

mailto:mortega%40bizjournals.com?subject=
http://bizjournals.com/albuquerque
https://twitter.com/@ABQBizTech
https://www.linkedin.com/in/may-ortega-aa9b2672
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CISION TECHNOLOGY PITCH KIT METHODOLOGY
The traditional and non-traditional media professionals featured in the Cision Pitching Kits have profiles in the U.S. Cision Media Database, and are 
vetted by the company’s media research team to verify their positions as media professionals, influencers and bloggers. These individuals must 
meet certain additional criteria to be featured: they must cover the specific topic being highlighted in the kit, have given direct consent to be 
listed in the Media Database and must have been verified by the research team recently. The professionals must also be willing to be included in 
marketing materials and provide in-depth advice for PR pros.

UNCOVER MORE TOP JOURNALISTS AND TRENDSETTERS IN YOUR
INDUSTRY WITH THE CISION® COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD®.

Request a demo now and learn how to build better
relationships with influencers who matter.

 Are you a member of the media who wants to be featured in the next pitching kit?
Contact our Media Research team today!
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REQUEST A DEMO

http://www.cision.com/us/contact-us/update-add-media-profile/?nav_location=footer
http://www.cision.com/us/request-demo/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pdf-pitchkit&utm_content=product&utm_campaign=techpk

